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Ez looper instructions

Summer is here! I'm so excited for the summer holidays! My favorite part about a summer trip to the beach with family, camping, and road trips! This year I'll keep busy while on the road! I'm going to be bringing my Loom Band Organizer along with my equalizer Looper! It's small enough to fit in any luggage! Also, I like that I can stay in the middle of the
bracelet if I have to and pick up right where I left off later. There are a few bracelets that you can make with the Looper equalizer, but today, I'm sharing how to make a four peg bracelet! Watch this very easy-to-understand video; It's perfect for a beginner, no matter the age! (As yet no reviews) Write the Review equalizer Looper specially designed, with 6
pegs to make the basic for advanced rubber bracelets in a few minutes.  Use this draft guide to make all your favorite gum designs such as Fishtail, Chevron, Hexafish, and more. The book is 14 pages full of color, illustrated instructions. Rachel's Instructions, The Content Development Group, exclusively for fiery mountain gems and beads® H721 STEP 1
Insert the end of the wire below the peg in the center and through the notch of the cutting area on the right side of the pliers. Tip: If the wire is too far back it will slide behind the jaws and do not form a proper loop. STEP 2 Holding the ball or opposite end of the wire, squeeze the pliers to trim the excess wire and form a loop. Holding a ball or wire, bend the
wire over the left jaw a little to create a curve just above the loop. STEP 3 Remove the received loop from the entire peg in the center of the pliers. If necessary, use a pair of chain nose pliers to adjust the loop slightly to completely close it. Have a question on this project? Customer service by email. Permission to copy this list of instructions is granted only for
non-commercial educational purposes. All other reproductions require written permission. Please email copyrightpermission@firemtn.com for more information. ez looper instructions pdf. ez looper bracelet maker instructions
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